Northern Ontario’s coming south -- to sit in lake.

By Dennis Turner Toronto Star

There are two major northern Ontario inlets one north-end and one south-end all of which flow -- for just a little while.

Now for our new northern downstream, completely with sightly and soundly displayed, to give visitors the feeling they’re actually seeing various parts of the world. The colors, sights, sounds and smells of the far north.

His department is previewing the 81.7-foot digital model.

City Ontario North Bay, the penill on the 5th of July, and -- opening day at the Canadian National Exhibition. The interior displays and programs in the new pavilion will be designed by the Northern Ontario Master Association of Ontario. The displays will provide an overview of the history of the North.

The displays are described as man-made, true to life, with the area east of the mineral region. Whether you’re a tourist or a northern resident, you’re sure to find something of interest.

The Bay Wonderful

Just when you need it, the Bay brings you wonderful values. And our 317 sale is only part of it. Check this section and see!

1/2 PRICE

'317' jeans and cords


1/3 OFF

'317' has G.W.G. jeans for you in 3 leg styles

(B-317) Straight, loose or parallel leg. Snug fit, 100% cotton denim in blue, of course. Sizes 26-36. Our reg. 24.95 and 25.95. 317 dept. Not all styles. sizes in all stores. Personal shopping!

Sale prices in this section in effect while limited quantities last. Hurry.

Hudson's Bay Company